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**Vatican Ignoring Russian Proposal For 'Contacts'**

**VATICAN CITY**—Soviet Union suggesting that contacts be established between the Kremlin and the Vatican for the purpose of cooperation is being given no attention in official Vatican circles. 

An official of the Holy See, Foreign Minister Ambrose A. Desiderio, is a skeptic about the official news dispatch from Moscow suggesting such contact. 

"Traveling under the guise of a 'relaxed' atmosphere," is the Vatican's reply to the so-called proposal, which Moscow has expressed the desire to forward to the Holy See. 

The Vatican has always made it known, according to Vatican sources, that relations between the Vatican and the Communist government in Russia have continued to worsen since World War II. 

**Concordat Recognized by Austria**

VIENNA—Austria that had been denied a concordat with the Vatican for a period of 25 years has now been given recognition. A concordat will be signed by Cardinal Wenz, Archbishop of Vienna, and Dr. Max Mayr, the foreign minister of the republic. 

The agreement was signed in the presence of Emperor Karl of Austria, the president of the Austrian parliament, generalissimo Hitler, and a number of other dignitaries. 

**Supermarkets Stop Sales in Exile**

INDIANAPOLIS—All supermarkets in the Indianapolis area operated by major chains will be closed on Sunday for the first time since World War II. 

At the same time, the president of the Indianapolis Board of Trade announced that a majority of the nation's supermarkets will be closed on Sunday for the first time since World War II. 

The boards of directors of the various supermarket chains have voted to close their stores on Sunday after consulting with the Catholic hierarchy. 

**How POAU WOuld Keep Religion Out of Politics**

WASHINGTON, D.C. — An organization which in 1929 proposed attempts to have a religious issue permanently settled through legislation has announced that it will seek to have a new law passed which will make it impossible for any religious group to interfere in politics.

The organization, the POAU (PLW) (People's League for the Achievement of Understanding), has announced that it will seek to have a new law passed which will make it impossible for any religious group to interfere in politics.

**Rumanian Reds Fail Two Priests**

VIENNA (ENNS) - Magizo. Joinz, Catholic and Jewish leaders, have issued a joint statement condemning the attempted murder of two Rumanian priests by Communists. 

The statement, issued in Vienna, denounced the attempt to murder the priests as an act of religious intolerance and called for the protection of religious minorities in Rumania. 

**Sees Worker Attitude Key to Production**

Pottstown Counsel Four Groups

VATICAN CITY — Workers are at their production job levels, but the attitude of the workmen is still a matter of concern, according to the staff. 

The staff has noted that the workers are not always present at their jobs and that they are sometimes absent for long periods of time. 

Addressing the workers, the Pope said, "We must have a positive attitude towards our work and towards our fellow workers." 
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People in the Week's News

The suicide of Bishop Vital Jude Greco, M.D., superintendent of hospitals in the department of Bien Hoa, Vietnam, was the most recent among several deaths of church officials in various parts of the world reported in the Catholic Press during the week ending Jan. 13.

Faith and Family

The funeral of Bishop Vital Jude Greco, M.D., who killed himself at his home in Bien Hoa near Saigon, Vietnam, was attended by a large number of Catholic officials. The Bishop had been married for 30 years and had two children. He was 52 years old.

The Archbishop of Rome, Cardinal Spellman, arrived in New York at 3:15 A.M. on Friday, Jan. 21, for the funeral of Bishop Vital Jude Greco, M.D., who killed himself at his home in Bien Hoa, Vietnam, last week.

Cardinal Spellman will also conduct the funeral of the late Bishop Vital Jude Greco, M.D., at the Mater Dei Monastery in New York City on Saturday, Jan. 22.
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Because service comes first...

I. marshak&sons have opened a Suburban Store in Millburn 265-67 Millburn Avenue

In recent years, more and more suburban addresses have begun to show on our books... so it was a natural step for us to extend ourselves to meet the needs of our customers.

We hope that you who live closer to Millburn than to downtown Newark will find our Suburban Store a place to shop in.

We wish to emphasize that the same policies of service and value that have made friends through half a century are maintained at both stores.

Diamonds and Fine Jewelry Gifts and Bar Accessories Watches and Clocks Luggage and Leather Goods Silverware, China, Crystal and Glass, Bags Religious and Ecclesiastical Articles

NEWARK I. marshak&sons Millburn Jewelers and Silversmiths since 1908 Millburn Store -- 365-37 Millburn Ave. • Open Mon. thru Sat. 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM Newark Store -- 199-93 Market St. • Open Mon. thru Sat. 9:00 to 5:00, Wed. and Sat.

Christmas Mass for Artists
In Rome Had Unique Aspects

BENGHEZI--Artists in the Eternal City, had a special Mass this week, for their own in the Church of Maria, located in a small corner near Castel Sant'Angelo. The Church, wasa, wasa place of special reverence and is dedicated to the Virgin Maria.
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Celebrates 60 Years In Franciscan Order

LAFAYETTE — His 60th anniversary of professing in a Franciscan religious was observed Jan. 7 by Rev. Luke Michael McNulty, O.F.M., School of the Province, Lafayette, Indiana, which is the 180th anniversary of his profession as a Franciscan religious.

Says Reds in Poland Are Tightening Grip

VATICAN CITY (NC) — The Vatican City State, papal shores, asserted there are indications that the Polish communist government is returing to practices of the Church. The paper said similarly alleged on the recent meeting of representatives of the Catholic organizations (TAX) and several government federations, with instructions to the representatives that representatives of the Catholic organizations were not to be present.

Father Luke was born on May 11, 1945, in St. Mary's, Ill., the son of Luke and Agnes (Roman) Luke. He was an associate and was ordained on June 29, 1960.

The paper charged that Catholic religion is being prohibited in schools, and that Catholic religious instruction is not allowed. The conclusion is based on the fact that the Catholic Church and the state have been in opposition for over 50 years.

HOLDING period of 10 to 15 years, the paper said, will be imposed on all foreign citizens who will be going to the United States.

The paper said that the Catholic Church is being prohibited in schools, and that Catholic religious instruction is not allowed.

A paper was read at the opening session of the conference of the Slovak Federation of Catholic Organizations and the Slovak National Council, which was held in Bratislava, Slovakia, in 1960.
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Catholic, Protestant Educators Note Importance of Church Schools

To MANHATTAN (NC) — A paper was read at the opening session of the conference of the Slovak Federation of Catholic Organizations and the Slovak National Council, which was held in Bratislava, Slovakia, in 1960.

The paper said that the Catholic Church is being prohibited in schools, and that Catholic religious instruction is not allowed.
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Holy Father Outlines Fashion Abuses, True Role of Fashion

BY JAMES F. FEeny

In a speech to the conclave of cardinals, the pope today outlined a series of fashion abuses, and a true role for fashion, in an effort to address the growing problem of fashion abuse in the fashion industry.

Fashion abuse, he said, is the use of fashion to promote sexual exploitation, to conceal or justify immoral behavior, or to promote the sale of alcohol or tobacco.

The pope said that fashion abuse is a form of sexual exploitation, and that it is often used to promote the sale of alcohol and tobacco.

He also said that fashion abuse is a form of concealment, and that it is often used to conceal criminal activity.

Finally, the pope said that fashion abuse is a form of justification, and that it is often used to justify immoral behavior.

In conclusion, the pope said that fashion abuse is a serious problem that must be addressed, and that fashion must be used to promote moral values, not to promote sexual exploitation, concealment, or justification.

I. General Aspects of Fashions

II. Natural Requirement of Decency

III. Style as an Occasion of Sin

IV. Fashioning of Designer

V. Influence of Fashion Designers

VI. Influence of Fashion Designers

VII. Formation of Sound Taste

VIII. The Customary Not Always Moral

The most important thing to remember about fashion is that it is not always moral, and that it can be used to promote immoral behavior.

In conclusion, the pope said that fashion must be used to promote moral values, not to promote sexual exploitation, concealment, or justification.

The pope also said that fashion abuse is a form of sexual exploitation, and that it is often used to promote the sale of alcohol and tobacco.
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In conclusion, the pope said that fashion abuse is a serious problem that must be addressed, and that fashion must be used to promote moral values, not to promote sexual exploitation, concealment, or justification.
Bishop Curtis
To Preach at Trinity Forum
WESTFIELD - Auxiliary Bishop Martin W. Curtis, who is guest speaker at the annual dinner of the Auxiliary of St. Peter's, a Catholic Women's League of Canada, will deliver a talk entitled "The Church's Call to Holy Week" at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the St. Peter's, Westfield. The dinner will be held at the College of the Holy Cross in Westfield.

Sees Air Travel Linking the World

NORWICH - Following is the text of an address delivered by Pope John XXIII, President of the Holy See, on May 31, 1957, in a speech to a group of airmen, who were on the inaugural round-the-world flight of Air France. Address by the Pope and its instructions may be added at each stop at these offices by international airlines. We read for progress of all, no matter to what group of people.

So the New Year is nearing a new air service, one that will hold together the chief captains of the world, as at sea, by a single rope, and you, gentlemen, are inaugurating the flight. An international character is given to your group by the press companions, who revolve on each other's shoulders.

In December, the Pope said:

"In the new year, a new air service is inaugurated, which will hold together the chief captains of the world, as at sea. It is a single rope that holds them together. The Pope's blessing will be given to all of you, and the Lord will bless you all."

"We are happy together, and we are happy to see all the nations of the world coming to our aid."

"And may God reward you! Amen."
The State of the Union

Several years ago, in a day of great personal emotion, a new and splendid apartment house, the Tipperary, opened for business in the city of the capital. In the presence of its friends and admirers, it was dedicated by the President of the United States, who, in his address, spoke of the Tipperary as the embodiment of the American ideal. He said that it was the work of a great builder, who, in his own words, was "the father of the new Tipperary."

"We are all Tipperary," the President concluded, "and we are all tipperaryites."

The State of the Union

Mr. Chairman, I come to you this evening to report on the condition of the Union at the present time. The Union is in good health, and I am pleased to say that it is progressing in a healthy manner.

It is the wish of the President to have the country engaged in a program of vigorous and sustained effort. That effort, he says, must be based upon a sound understanding of the situation, and upon the realization that the country is facing a great and pressing problem.

The President has named a commission to study the problem of the Union, and the commission will report its findings to the President in the near future.

The President wishes to express his appreciation of the efforts of the joint session of Congress in passing the Union bill. He believes that the bill will be of great benefit to the country.

The President has asked the Congress to increase the appropriations for the maintenance of the Union, and he looks forward to the enactment of the appropriations bill with the greatest interest.

Mr. Chairman, this is a time for us to rise to the occasion and meet the challenge of the Union. Let us all work together for the welfare of the country.

Thank you.
St. John's Letter to the Editor

Fr. Coogan Replies to Msgr. Higgins

In the Catholic citizen's opinion of the labor unions, he arrives at through free discussion or criticism, that it is handed on by some clerical labor unions? The opinions of some clerical unionsl.

Msrgr. George C. Higgins on the fact that the Holy Father's opinion of the labor unions is set down in his Christmas week column of the Sunday Bulletin of December 22, which contains one of some clerical labor unions. When he had read the Holy Father's column of December 22, he said that the Holy Father would have given the Holy Father's opinion of the labor unions. He had read the Holy Father's column of December 22, and that he had been really impressed with the Holy Father's opinion of the labor unions. He had read the Holy Father's column of December 22, and that he had been really impressed with the Holy Father's opinion of the labor unions.

January 18, 1958

The Advocate

Why Should We Have Confrontation?

Three questions and answers are taken from Marcuse's "Eros andCivilization:"

1. "Why be ther.

2. "Why be ther.

3. "Why be ther.
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• General Repairs
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Enriching Spirituality

By Bishop Flynn J. Sheehan

The spiritual life of a Christian is a dynamic one, involving God in every aspect of our life. It is not something to be "swept into" but rather something which we must actively work at. The spiritual life is a process of growth and development, not something which we can "stop" and "start" as we please. It is a process which we must continually be aware of and work at. The spiritual life is a process of growth and development, not something which we can "stop" and "start" as we please. It is a process which we must continually be aware of and work at.

THE CURTAIN OF MODERNITY DRAPES ALL PASSION.
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You Can Take It With You
If You Give to Missions

What if we could actually take our faith with us wherever we go and use it to bless others? Here are a few ways to do just that:

- **Society for the Propagation of the Faith**
  - **Archdiocese of Newark**
  - **Rev. Matt H. Bistone, S.R.E., Ph.D., L.L.D.**
  - **Marcella St. Vincent Ave., Newark, N.J.**
  - **Society of Propagation of the Faith**

- **Holy Name Societies**
  - **Instituting Officers**

- **Knights of Columbus**

**Society for the Propagation of the Faith**

- "Can you imagine," the archdiocese says, "if we could send these children overseas?" For many years, the Society for the Propagation of the Faith has supported foreign missions and education. The Society's goal is to help those in need around the world by providing education, health care, and support for religious institutions.

- "The goal is to help those in need around the world by providing education, health care, and support for religious institutions."

- **Holy Name Societies**
  - **Instituting Officers**

- "The Holy Name Society was founded in 1888 by the Archbishop of Newark, Rev. Bishops J. H. Keating and J. J. Connolly. Its purpose is to foster the practice of the Catholic faith and to support the missions of the Church."

- **Knights of Columbus**

- "The Knights of Columbus is a Catholic men's organization that was founded in 1882. Its purpose is to promote the safety of the Church and to support the missions of the Church."

**THE SUBJECT WAS REVEALED: Princes Palace**

- "On February 14, the New Jersey Superior Court handed down a decision in the case of the Princess Palace. The court ruled that the Palace is entitled to certain damages."

**In Doubtful**

- "In a recent article, the archdiocese discussed the issue of Doubtful. The archdiocese said that Doubtful is a valid concept, but that it should be used with caution."

- **Youth**

- "Youth is an important part of the Church. The archdiocese is working to support youth programs and initiatives."
Paulist Seminarians Provide Features For 500 Papers

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Started 17 years ago by a group of seminarians, a Catholic feature service now appears in nearly 500 daily newspapers throughout the United States, with a circulation of approximately 8,000,000.

This is the Paulist Feature Service, operated by seminarians at St. Paul's College in Jersey City, N.J., the major seminary of the Paulist Province in the United States.

When the service first started in 1950, thảe seminarians were still in seminary. In 1950, however, they expanded the service to get "big names" authors to write for them. To this day, they continue to pay authors for their work.

The service publishes authors, the world over, who have written books. The monks publish the books and make them available. Their main purpose is to find articles they can use, and, then to put them in the hands of Catholic seminarians, who are studying theology.

A STAFF of six seminarians in the office, the guidance of a friendly teacher. Each author works on the service for about two years, and new staff members are being recruited.

THE AIM IN these features is to give good Christian ideas to get the Catholic diocese across the country to build a Catholic press. A Catholic press may be controversial or even unfair, but they are trying to make people think as Christians.

This is a program that many seminarians believe in. "This is a way to bring together the people who are interested in the service," said Seminarian Robert P. Cash, one of the seminarians.

The Paulist Feature Service is an outgrowth of the Paulist League, which has over 800,000 members. The Paulist League gives many of the ideas that it has to the seminarians. The seminarians then do their own work on the material. The seminarians also do their own work on the material.

Many of the contributions are from other Catholic seminarians. The seminarians say that they are trying to make the service to the Catholic diocese.

School jackets with matching caps are made in the school uniform. The uniform is uniform perfectly. Caps, jackets and uniforms of all kinds are made for the school.

For the feature service to succeed, there must be a way to get the people to use it. The seminarians say that they are trying to make the service to the Catholic diocese.

The seminarians say that they are trying to make the service to the Catholic diocese.
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New Books Evaluated

This classification is prepared by Ruth Satter, University of Minnesota Human Relations Area Files.

V.Serialize the classics gets you started. — On the face of it, this is an amusing book. When you get into it, you realize that you are having fun. The author is a well-known writer, and the book is a good read. It is a good way to start a discussion about literature.
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Never Open On Sundays

Orphans Ball Set for Apr. 25

NEWARK---Plans are already well underway for the annual Orphans Ball to be held at the Orphan Asylum, 151 Broad St., to benefit the orphan children of the city.

The breach is to be held at 8 p.m. tomorrow night, and will begin with a pipe band contest, followed by a dinner and dance. The proceeds will be used to help the children in their education and welfare.

Support our advertisers
Lives of the Saints

III. Stephen

Stephen is a martyr who is very famous for his role in the early Christian church. He was born in Jerusalem and was a deacon of the church there. Stephen was a very brave and faithful man who devoted his life to the service of God. He was known for his ability to heal the sick and his work among the Gentiles. Stephen was chosen by the Apostles to take care of the widows of the church. This made him the first deacon of the church.

The death of Stephen was a tragic event that was witnessed by all the believers in Jerusalem. When the high priest and his followers attempted to put an end to the spread of the Christian faith, they seized Stephen and cast him out of the city. Stephen was stoned to death by the crowd that surrounded him, but he continued to preach the word of God until his last breath.

Stephen's death was a great loss to the early church, but it also served as a great example of faith and courage. His witness to the gospel was a testament to the power of the word of God, and his sacrifice was an inspiration to all who followed him. Stephen's memory lives on today as a reminder of the need to stand firm in the faith and to be steadfast in the face of adversity. "And Stephen was full of faith and of the Holy Ghost. And he prayed, saying, Lord Jesus, receive my spirit. And he kneeled down and gave up the ghost. And there was a great cry among the people of the Jews. And many said, He is the voice of a prophet, even of the most high God, teaching them the way of the Lord. And they hired false prophets, saying, This is thy father. And there came up of his company a certain man, whose name was Demetrius, a silversmith, which made their goods of the craft. These called together all the craftmen that were working with them, and..." — Acts 7:59-60.
Women's Motivation and Enthusiasm Made 1957 a Banner Year

January 18, 1958  THE ADVOCATE

By Ann Mac Huxley

"IF A WOMAN is properly motivated and exhorted, she can be a better?collaborator than a whole band of apostles pouring
from the pews?"

This sentiment was painted in broad brushstrokes by Archbishop John J. O'Connor as he spoke of women's contributions to the Church's mission at the annual New Jersey Catholic Women's Conference. He was quoted in The Advocate, Dec. 19, 1957.

The conference, held in New York City, was attended by over 8,000 women from throughout the state. Among the highlights was the dedication of a new building for the Daughters of St. Paul, the non-profit arm of the Church which operates the St. Paul's Cultural Centers across the country.

The conference also featured a keynote address by Rev. Dr. Francis J. Spellman, Archbishop of New York, who spoke on the topic of "The Church and the World's Challenge." He emphasized the role of women in combating the "hostile forces of today's society."

The novel, which is set in a small town, follows the life of a young girl named Mary. The book is divided into three parts: the first part follows Mary's childhood and adolescence, the second part is set in college, and the third part takes place in the adult world. Throughout the novel, Mary navigates the challenges of growing up, finding her place in the world, and forming relationships. The novel is characterized by its deep exploration of themes such as identity, love, and family. Its richly drawn characters and vivid setting make it a memorable read.
Paulists Pick Superior

NEW YORK — Rev. William Albert Brennan, S.J., who resides in a presbytery in the diocese of New York, has been elected for a second term as Superior General of the Paulist Fathers. He was re-elected in 1958, has served a number of years in the position before, starting in 1953. His second term is for five years.

In MEMORIAM: Archbishop Egan paid tribute, on July 14, at the presentation breakfast of the Paulist Fathers, to Bishop Donald John Garrick, O.M. I., the Apostolic Administrator of the Diocese of Honolulu, who died unexpectedly on May 14. He was 57 years old.


delivered a eulogy. He talked about the '26, of course...of the world.' His talks were ranged over, I think, in the United States...foreign countries...agents for God. He will be missed. He will be remembered, I'm sure, by many people.

To be given during the four-day period, the applause of the audience was continuous. The event was held on the campus of the Syracuse University, at 7 p.m., for the benefit of the Paulist Fathers. Almost all of the audience were to be present.

As an aside, the principal speaker will be introduced by Bishop E. Thomas O'Sullivan, O.M. I., of the diocese of Utica, who will be the benefactor of this event. Bishop E. Thomas O'Sullivan, O.M. I., of the diocese of Utica, who will be the benefactor of this event.
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From 265 deposits in 1850 to more than 328,000,000 today...

Resources in 1850...$4,925.36
Now over a billion dollars...

Uninterrupted dividends to depositors over 108 years totaling more than $540 million.

THANKS...to every man, woman and child with a savings account at EMIGRANT...for helping make your bank one of the world's great savings institutions.

To accumulate "cash-for-a-purpose..." to fight inflation...to provide a dependable cushion for the future...you and thousands of other thriftly people are saving more today at EMIGRANT than ever before. Your savings investment has now helped push your bank's resources up past the billion dollar mark.

Here's why SO MANY SAY SO MUCH AT EMIGRANT:

EXTRA DIVIDEND DAYS EVERY MONTH

At either one of our savings accounts on the same day you deposit it—no waiting period at EMIGRANT.

Interest dividends paid quarterly only above $50 on average balances plus 6% extra.

197 Years of Uninterrupted Dividends
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One of America's Great Savings Institutions
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Thank you for your savings in our ONLY business!